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* Use asterisk if written testimony and/or amendments are submitted.

Sen Kevin Kavanaugh

I'm introducing Senate bill 2 0 8 at the request of the insurance department to update and

modernize RSA 4 0 8, which regulates life insurance. This rewrite project has been ongoing for a

couple years in 2020. The department requested Senate bill 6 64. That was stripped out and out the

outdated and obsolete provisions of RSA 4 0 8. That bill passed the Senate on a voice belt, but then

was tabled in the house because of the when the pandemic hit the language proposed in Senate bill 2

0 8, not only strips out the old provisions, but also revises the remaining provisions to bring them up

to date resulting in a proposal to repeal and re reenact RSA 4 0 8. The department provided a legend

to committee members that references the proposed changes section by section Michelle Heaton is

here from the insurance department to walk you through it.

Michelle Heaton - NH Ins Dept

I'm the health law policy legal counsel at the insurance department. So the insurance department

has been working for several years to update new Hampshire's life insurance statute and to bring it

into modern times, the current 408 or RSA 408 contains several outdated provisions, which were

first enacted as far back as 1850. The department originally sought to update for RSA four oh Y into

two phases first by removing all the outdated and duplicative provisions. And then the second phase

would be to update and expand the remaining provisions as necessary. As Senator Kavanaugh

already let you know that first phase started going and then the pandemic hit. So it got tabled. And

then we decided we're just gonna do it all as one. One repeal and reenactment at 4 0 8. So since 2020,

we have now completed a proposal for updating and modernizing the life insurance statue. So this

legend here that's being passed around because it's a complete repeal and reenactment helps guide

people. The left-hand side is what the current 4 0 8 is. And then there's the re the reasons why it's

either repealed or where it got moved to in the new 4 0 8 or or how it's been amended as well. So as

you'll see, a lot of the provisions have been repealed as they're either no longer necessary or they're

covered by other statutes, for example there, the old 4 0 8 5 or the current 4 85 relating to agents is



we don't need that in 4 0 8 because we it's already covered by RSA 4 0 2 J, which is specific to

insurance producers. So there's a lot of duplicative provisions in the current 4 0 8 right now. So we

want to move those out to make it easier for people to find, because if you're looking at statutes to

insurance producers, you would not think to look in the insurance, the life insurance statute, you

would look in the producer section. So there's a lot of things that have been repealed because they're

in, they're covered in other sections of the title three seven relating to insurance. We've also for the

stuff that's remaining, we've also updated the language to bring it into modern times. And some of

the provisions that are based off of N IIC models, we have also updated that language because the

model may have been adopted, you know, 20, 30 years ago. And the model has since been amended.

We're just adding in that new language to so better lines with the current versions of the N a I C

models. So rather than walking through every single change that we've made, because it's quite

extensive I'd be happy to answer any questions.

Q: Rep Terry

No, he's not here. this is Terry. Paul Is not here. Representative Terry, thank you. Since you are

utilizing, this is a complete rewrite, it sounds like from existing laws going back as far as 1850,

right? Yes. is, is this primarily the N IC model that you're using? And I guess what I'm asking is

would you, would you be able to highlight any particular sections of this of this bill that are New

Hampshire specific peculiar to New Hampshire?

A: So there isn't an N a I C model that's just for life insurance. Okay. And that would be, that would

incorporate everything that's in 4 0 8, there are multiple models that have been incorporated into

different sections of 4 0 8. So for example, there's a model about group life insurance. So those

provisions are included in our rewrite, but that would only be one an AIC model. So there are certain

things I'm trying to think like our form, our form filings and review, that's basically how most states

operate. I'm not sure that there's necessarily an N a I C model on it. So that might be a little bit

specific. Some of those time periods could be specific to New Hampshire. I'm trying to think of

something else. There's various aspects of different models that get incorporated in here. So I'm not

sure which one

Q: Rep Terry - Quick follow further the question major. Sure. So, so there there's, there's nothing

here with reference to the reference materials that you utilized and incorporated into this rewrite

that were either changed because of, of New Hampshire specific concerns relative to the other states.

Yes, sir. Do I, are you getting me

A: Kind of, yeah.

Q: Rep Terry - Here's another way of putting this. Could, could, could this bill, if Pennsylvania

were in the same position as New Hampshire with respect to the need to do a rewrite, which you

acknowledge are there any substantial sections of this bill that would be different

A: Not knowing Pennsylvania law? I would say no in that every, every state, their laws are slightly

different. We didn't change anything that was in 4 0 8 to make it more New Hampshire specific.

There could have been things that were already in 4 0 8 that we didn't take out, but we may have

tweaked it to better align with the national standard or with the NEIC guidelines.

Q: Rep Terry - Okay. There's nothing peculiar to New Hampshire.



A: No.

Q: Rep Hunt - And I would venture to say that you cuz given there how much case law might be

driven by the statute, you really don't want to change anything in terms of actual legal process

because you, you don't want to upset the cart when it comes to the courts having to say we have to

change it because it was changed by the statute.

A: No, as we were going through the rewrite, if there was something, if there was some kind of case

law, and I'm not thinking of anything specific to 4 0 8, right. But had there been some kind of case

law that interpreted 4 0 8 in a particular way, we may have clarified the language in 4 0 8 to be

consistent with what that legal precedent was.

Respectfully submitted,

Rep. Keith Ammon, Clerk
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